Role

This is a fantastic role for a creative, innovative, and enthusiastic engineer to be part of a truly exciting project designing high end luxury camping pods, commonly known as “Glamping”. Mentored throughout and working for a prestigious UK client, you will assist in the design of modular buildings which will fold out to five times their delivered size. Fully furnished and kitted out with all amenities to a high specification, they provide the most lavish "camping" experience. These instant holiday homes will be used at major events and festivals throughout the country, such as Glastonbury and other great occasions. To be a part of this great learning experience and put a major name on your CV, apply today!!

Tasks

- Work with clients to understand the mechanical requirements in a range of modular construction projects
- Develop drawings and specifications related to the customer requirements
- Assist in the design of all components using CAD
- Blocking models of glass reinforced plastic (GRP) designs to gain full perspective of the finished
- Design molds injections, adjustable assembly jigs and specify the construction material

Desired Skills

- Working towards a degree in mechanical, civil or construction engineering or other relevant
- Good CAD skills; experience in Creo/SolidWorks
- Positive, proactive attitude
- Organised and self-motivated
- Knowledge of GRP/FRP and their core materials

The Host Company

The host company is one of the UK’s leading specialist GRP manufacturers from concept design to part manufacture. You will find their innovative, composite products in all manner of sectors including automotive, hospitality and health to name but a few. In fact, one of their latest projects was a fully portable hand washing and sanitising station in reaction to the current pandemic. They have now been commissioned by a prestigious UK client to develop unique foldable modular buildings decked out to a luxurious standard to be used in the hospitality sector. This is a company going places!!